
Bernafon Alpha
Inspired by the best

Rechargeable hearing aids

Alpha



The first to feature Bernafon’s
Hybrid Technology™, Alpha sets
out to emulate animals with
exceptional hearing.

Steadfast and resolute, 
this hearing aid provides natural 
and uncompromised sound – even 
in the most rigorous environments.

Inspired by the best





Bernafon Alpha: 
At the forefront 
of performance



Rechargeable

The miniRITE T R rechargeable style is a
users’ favorite. It charges in only 3 hours
and lasts all day. Go about your day with
confidence and peace of mind.

Comfortable

Designed to be attractive and discreet to 
wear, Bernafon Alpha sits comfortably 
behind the ear for a secure fit all day long.

Versatile

Bernafon Alpha streams sound directly from
your smartphone and other audio devices.
Thanks to an intuitive app, you can monitor
and control your hearing aids with just a few
taps – convenient and discreet.



Hybrid Technology™:
For best sound 
without compromise

Hybrid Noise 
Management™ 
carefully reduces noise 
when necessary to improve 
speech understanding, 
meanwhile preserving natural 
environmental sounds

Hybrid Sound Processing™ 
works with two processing
strategies simultaneously to 
deliver natural sound in real 
time



An industry first, Hybrid Technology™ 
combines two processing approaches into
one hybrid system. The result is
augmented speech understanding and 
listening comfort.

Hybrid Balancing™ 
personalizes sound
amplification based on your 
individual preferences

Hybrid Feedback 
Canceller™ 
eliminates disturbing 
feedback signals within 
milliseconds before they 
become audible



Bernafon Alpha 
key features

LED light
For charging status indication

Double push
buttons
Independent volume
and program change

IP68 rated
Dust and water resistant 

for prolonged durability

Bernafon Alpha rechargeable hearing
aids provide power for a full day of use
including sound streaming from other
devices and phone calls.



2.4 GHz Bluetooth® Low Energy
For wireless connection to 
external audio devices

Telecoil 
To receive sound from induction 
loop systems

Wide range of ear pieces 
For secure and comfortable fit

Attractive color combinations to
match your personal style

midnight blue

cocoa brown

metallic silver

metallic silver

sand beige

metallic anthracitemidnight blue

metallic silver

sand beige

antique bronze

jet  black

metallic anthracite

metallic anthracite



For information on compatibility, please visit 
Bernafon.ca/hearing aid users/hearing aids/connectivity. 

Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, and Apple Watch are 
trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. 
App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc., Android, Google Play, and the Google 
Play logo are trademarks of Google LLC. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos 
are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such 
marks by Demant A/S is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are 
those of their respective owners.

More options for 
streaming sound
 
Bernafon Alpha can connect easily to the 
world of digital audio devices. Direct-to-ear 
streaming enables connectivity from hearing 
aids to a host of sound sources.



TV-A
This device streams the audio of your favorite 
shows directly into the hearing aids.

SoundClip-A
The all round connector for hands-free phone 
conversations. Used as a remote microphone, 
it improves interpersonal communication over 
distance and in noise-filled environments.

RC-A
This remote control makes for a smooth and 
discreet hearing aid operation.

EasyControl-A app
The must-have app for any user. This app 
is the place to monitor volume, programs, 
and battery level. Or adjust streamed music 
to your preference with the streaming 
equalizer. 
 
There’s even a “Find my hearing aid” 
function, just in case.



Bernafon Companies: Australia ∙ Canada ∙ China ∙ Denmark ∙ 
Finland ∙ France ∙ Germany ∙ Italy ∙ Japan ∙ Korea ∙ Netherlands ∙ 
New Zealand ∙ Poland ∙ South Africa ∙ Spain ∙ Sweden ∙ Switzerland ∙ 
Turkey ∙ UK ∙ USA

Established in Switzerland in 1946, we have 
worked ever since in the spirit and tradition 
of our founders to develop solutions that help 
people with hearing diffi culties. Our Swiss heri-
tage, leading technology, and high performance 
products help us fulfi ll our goal:
 
Together we empower people to hear and 
communicate better.
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For more information on Bernafon Alpha hearing 
aids, ask your hearing care professional or visit 
our Bernafon website at www.bernafon.ca

Manufacturer:
SBO Hearing A/S
Kongebakken 9
DK-2765 Smorum
Denmark

Imported and  
Distributed by: 
Audmet Canada Ltd
1600-4950 Yonge St
Toronto, ON  M2N 6K1
www.bernafon.ca


